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Investigative Activity:  Police Officer Documentation    

Activity Date:  6/14/21    

Activity Location: 5700 Block South Park Blvd., Parma, OH 44134   

Authoring Agent:  S/A Justin Soroka 

 

Details: 

 

On June 14, 2021, at approximately 0500 hrs., S/A Justin Soroka documented and collected firearms 

from Police Officer  who was identified as firing his rifle.  Officer was 

photographed as he was found.  Officer wore a navy blue, long sleeve tactical style blouse, and 

navy, blue cargo style pants.  Affixed to the upper left sleeve was an American flag patch, and affixed to 

the upper right sleeve was a Southwest Enforcement Bureau patch.  He also wore a black, outer ballistic 

vest carrier with “Police” patches affixed to the chest and back.   S/A Soroka documented Officer 

s handgun, which he stated he did not fire.  The handgun was a Sig Sauer P229, bearing serial 

number   The magazine was removed and the slide was locked back revealing a cartridge 

marked with the headstamp “WIN 9mm Luger” in the chamber. A fifteen capacity P228 9mm magazine 

was unloaded and found to contain eighteen cartridges.   Two spare, fifteen capacity, P228 9mm 

magazines were unloaded, and both were found to contain seventeen cartridges.  The handgun and 

spare magazines were returned to Officer   Officer provided S/A Soroka with the rifle he 

fired.  The rifle was a PWS MK111 Mod 2-M, bearing serial number   The magazine was 

removed and the bolt was locked back revealing a cartridge marked with the headstamp “REM 223” in 

the chamber.  The magazine was a PMAG 30 containing twenty-five cartridges marked with the 

headstamp “REM 223”.  The cartridges were placed back in the magazine, which was packaged 

separately from the cartridge from the chamber.  Both were packaged with the rifle.   Officer 

provided S/A Soroka with two spare rifle magazines.  The rifle magazines were each PMAG 30.  One of 

the magazines contained twenty-nine cartridges marked with the headstamp “REM 223”, and the other 

magazine contained thirty cartridges marked with the headstamp “REM 223”.    

 

The rifle and spare magazines were sealed and initialed by S/A Soroka.  Both items were transported to 

the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation in Richfield where they were secured in temporary evidence 

locker #10.   


